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REDEFINING
RED SEA.



Founded in 2007, as a subsidiary of Inertia Holding Group, 
Inertia is a leading Egyptian real estate developer dedicated 
to offering distinctive, valuable, and dynamic projects across 
Egypt. Through venturing into diverse geographical locations 
such as the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, Inertia provides 
today’s cosmopolitan clientele with integrated communities 
that offer exclusive homes and gratifying lifestyles.

Inertia’s current portfolio includes 10 developments that span 
across Cairo, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean offering 
residential properties, a fully integrated town, as well as cutting 
edge health care and commercial facilities.
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ABOUT VERANDA

ABOUT DIWA

Diwa Symbolizes Spirit, Soul & Senses.

V/və ‘rand  ə/
noun.

noun.
 /Dihwah/

Veranda is derived from the word “ varanda”, 
which means long balcony or terrace.



Veranda is composed of 130,000 sqm. 
Designed with a mélange of exotic gardens 
and surrounded by several lagoons, every 
homeowner in Veranda will be presented with 
idyllic views everywhere they look, without 
compromising their privacy.

Veranda’s homeowners will enjoy their time 
in the various facilities and amenities offered 
to them, which include a private beach, a 
clubhouse, a spa, a fully-functional gym, 
swimming pools and a clock tower. All these 
services make Veranda more than just a holiday 
home, they give you a lifestyle and a community 
you deserve.
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SENSE OF
TRUST,
BELONGING,
& SAFETY.



COMMUNITY

A group of people living in Veranda and 
having particular characteristics in common.

/k  ‘mju:n  ti/.
noun.



Veranda is tailored to create a relaxed 
community within an unrivalled location. 
Strategically located on the enrapturing 
Sahl Hasheesh bay, and equipped with a 
collection of services and amenities that 
provide an intimate holiday getaway and a 
viable option to spend one’s golden years.

COMMUNITY



COMMUNITY



SERENITY
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RELAXATION



LOCATION

A unique place on the shore of Sahl Hasheesh.
noun.

SERENITY

CALMNESS

RELAXATION



Veranda’s location is unparalleled on the 
Sahl Hasheesh bay, granting its residents 
an exquisite experience of the beach and 
mountains. A twenty minute drive away 
from Hurghada, Veranda assuredly delivers 
an ideal escape from the buzzing resort city 
within a distinguished elegant location. 

LOCATION
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EXIST
INSPIRE
LIVE



LIFESTYLE

The way in which Veranda homeowners live, 
as well as their surroundings. 

noun.

EXIST
INSPIRE
LIVE



LIFESTYLE

The sophisticated landscaping in Veranda 
spreads on the entire magnificent Red Sea 
coastline for all homeowners to feast upon. 
Residents will wake up to creamy, soft sand, 
private beaches and calm, azure waters that 
stretch to as far as the eye can see. Looking 
in the opposite direction, residents can view 
the stunning mountain range jutting into the 
horizon. Veranda also boasts pleasurable vistas 
on its grounds, as the units surround lagoons 
and look upon the colourful gardens and several 
sports courts.  Come nighttime, homeowners 
can look out of their private verandas to view the 
softly lit greenery reflecting on the still lagoons.



LIFESTYLE

Veranda’s distinguished community is not 
without a venue to entertain them. Brought 
together by the Central Piazza, which is tailor-
made to reflect an English village square, 
Veranda’s piazza spoils its residents, as it boasts 
a collection of fine dining restaurants to choose 
from, alongside the multipurpose clubhouse.
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views that overlook lush exotic gardens and 
peaceful lagoons.
Veranda’s residences are divided into courts 
that ensure privacy and exclusive views onto 
a number of lagoons and pools. Proven to 
bring relaxation, the several lagoons have been 
designed to suit Sahl Hasheesh’s topography 
and to maximise viewing pleasure. 



Veranda’s clock tower provides an incredible 
view of Sahl Hasheesh. Residents will be 
provided the opportunity to see the vast sea 
and jagged mountain chains that promise to 
enthrall and inspire. A fascinating fact about 
this tower is that it was constructed by the 
same makers of Britain’s Big Ben.
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Veranda promises to have an activity for 
everyone, which includes an equipped croquet 
court that grants hours of entertainment for 
Veranda’s residents. 

Veranda’s residents can find the time to be 
able to play a relaxing round of golf in Sahl 
Hasheesh’s golf course. The course will provide 
a quiet opportunity for golf players to practice 
their skills while on their holiday.
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Veranda aims to give a recourse from the 
everyday routine by providing a variety of sports 
facilities such as football fields and basketball 
and tennis courts for the compound’s residents.
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Being located on the Sahl Hasheesh bay 
makes Veranda stand apart from the crowd. 
The compound’s exclusive private beach is 
a secluded haven of buttery golden sands 
smoothed by the gentle lapping waves of 
the Red Sea. The beach is set with canopies, 
sunbeds and sun lounges to suit every 
beach goer’s needs. A well stocked beach 
bar provides Veranda’s sun lovers with drinks 
and beachside snacks while they bask in the 
sun and stride in the sea.
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DISTINCTIVE SERVICES

1. A system supplying public needs including utilities, 
transportation & communications in Veranda.
2. Containing distinguishing characteristics

noun.



DISTINCTIVE SERVICES

Veranda’s residents will enjoy a range of lifestyle services and amenities to 
choose from, which include:

Housekeeping Services
Keeping your home clean has never been easier. Rather than spend time 
refreshing your home, Veranda’s housekeeping service, available between 9 
am and 3 pm, can clean your home for you while you focus on your vacation.

On Call Reception
Veranda’s reception is a call away should you have any inquiries or needs.

Rental Service
The compound’s rental service keeps you hassle-free by renting out your 
home whenever you need.

DISTINCTIVE
SERVICES

DISTINCTIVE SERVICES



DISTINCTIVE SERVICES



EXCLUSIVE
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FRIENDLY



CLUBHOUSE

A building with facilities for the homeowners of Veranda 
and their guests.

noun.

EXCLUSIVE

SIMPLE

FRIENDLY



CLUBHOUSE

Veranda’s clubhouse is the centre 
of the compound’s social activities. 
With lavish gardens surrounding 
it, and hosting several amenities, 
the clubhouse fulfills residents’ 
needs with a variety of activities and 
services. 

Residents can enjoy the main 
swimming pool, fully fledged pool bar 
and sunbeds that ensure that they 
can get a healthy tan that foretells 
a blissful vacation. For the little ones, 
an adjacent children’s swimming 
pool promises to keep the precious 
ones cool and entertained. If not in 
the mood for a swim, children will be 
spoilt for choice as they can play on 
the outdoor landscape. 



Veranda’s gym is a state-of-the-
art facility including changing 
rooms, various equipment, 
and an array of machinery 
ranging from free weights 
to rowing machines to suit 
every resident’s fitness level. To 
unwind and de-stress, a relaxing 
spa is offered and hosts a 30 
metre exercise pool, as well as a 
sauna and steam room. In the 
spa, residents will be provided 
with the opportunity to have a 
range of relaxing massages and 
beautifying treatments. 

CLUBHOUSE
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ARCHITECTURE

The style in which Veranda’s buildings are designed and 
constructed with regard to a specific period, place, or culture.

noun.



Veranda is composed of a consolidation of 
inspirations: from shapes of Mediterranean 
homes to the rustic feel of English village life. 
Saleh Hamdy, the Egyptian/British architect 
and mastermind behind Veranda’s design, 
has decked the compound with elegant, 
intimate and select units, washed in shades 
of white and cream to imbue a sense of calm, 
light, and harmony with Sahl Hasheesh’s 
unique terrain. Organising the units into 
courts to surround the lagoon ensures that 
all homeowners have the opportunity to 
overlook a body of water, whether from its 
own balcony, or from its wide windows. 

ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE



DEVELOP

DESIGN

INNOVATE



MASTERPLAN

Design specifications of the buildings and 
landscape of Veranda.

noun.



MASTER PLAN

MASTERPLAN



MASTERPLAN
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RESIDENCES

1. A building in which a Veranda 
homeowner lives.
2. A category of items having 
common characteristics.

noun.



TYPES OF RESIDENCES

Diwa’s chic Alexandra studios are 
designed to please. These 39m2  spaces 
are as cozy as they are practical. 
Residents can choose to have their 
units overlooking swimming pools that 
are at a close proximity for the owner’s 
pleasure.

ALEXANDRA

STUDIO



ALEXANDRA 
STUDIO

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout.

FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR

TYPES OF RESIDENCES

 ALEXANDRA STUDIO I KEY PLAN 

FLOOR PLAN



TYPES OF RESIDENCES

In Diwa’s Alexandra buildings, the one-
bedroom apartments are as refreshing as 
they are charming. They range from 51-78 
m2, and they have wide lengthy balconies 
that promise dazzling views of Sahl 
Hasheesh’s sunsets. Some apartments are 
equipped with balconies decorated with 
wooden beams, that spell out warmth and 
comfort. The apartments look at different 
views and pools nearby.

ALEXANDRA

ONE 
BEDROOM
APARTMENT



ALEXANDRA 
ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout.

FIRST FLOOR

 ALEXANDRA ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

FLOOR PLAN

TYPES OF RESIDENCES



ALEXANDRA 
ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout.

FIRST FLOOR

 ALEXANDRA ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

FLOOR PLAN

TYPES OF RESIDENCES



ALEXANDRA 
ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout.

FIRST FLOOR

 ALEXANDRA ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

FLOOR PLAN

TYPES OF RESIDENCES



ALEXANDRA 
ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout.

SECOND FLOOR

 ALEXANDRA ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

TYPES OF RESIDENCES

SECOND  FLOOR ROOF



TYPES OF RESIDENCES

Diwa’s Alexandra two bedroom apartments 
are the epitome of luxury and the definition 
of spacious. They range from  105 -127 m 2, and 
either come with a fruitful green garden, an 
exhilarating roof, or a breathtaking terrace.

ALEXANDRA

TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT



ALEXANDRA 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout. TYPES OF RESIDENCES

FLOOR PLAN FIRST FLOOR

 ALEXANDRA TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

GROUND FLOOR



ALEXANDRA 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout. TYPES OF RESIDENCES

FLOOR PLAN

 ALEXANDRA TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

GROUND FLOOR



ALEXANDRA 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout. TYPES OF RESIDENCES

 ALEXANDRA TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

SECOND FLOORSECOND  FLOOR ROOF



ALEXANDRA 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

All materials, dimensions and drawings are approximate. Information is subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale 
and actual usable floor space may vary from the state floor plans. The developer reserves the right to make revisions to the floor plans. 
All displayed garden and terrace areas vary according to unit locations in buildings and according to the project layout. TYPES OF RESIDENCES

 ALEXANDRA TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT I KEY PLAN 

SECOND FLOORSECOND  FLOOR ROOF
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INTERIOR

The comfortable and spacious 
indoor design of Veranda 
homes.

noun.



Veranda’s interior finishing leaves no detail 
unattended to. The design of each unit assures 
comfort and class, as the spaces are finished 
with white and pastel shades to ensure that 
the homeowner’s eyes are relaxed as they 
look around the unit. Wooden beams frame 
the spaces within the units, and shade the 
balconies in every unit. The interior finishing 
grants the homeowner a sense of relaxation 
and luxury. 

INTERIOR

Disclaimer: All movable furniture and appliances are 
for decorative purposes.



INTERIOR
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Founded in 2007, as a subsidiary of Inertia Holding Group, Inertia is a leading 
Egyptian real estate developer dedicated to offering distinctive, valuable, 
and dynamic projects across Egypt. Through venturing into diverse 
geographical locations such as the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, Inertia 
provides today’s cosmopolitan clientele with integrated communities that 
offer exclusive homes and gratifying lifestyles.

Inertia’s current portfolio includes 10 developments that span across Cairo, 
the Red Sea and the Mediterranean offering residential properties, a fully 
integrated town, as well as cutting edge health care and commercial facilities.
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Mr. Saleh Hamdy is an internationally renowned Egyptian/British architect. 
Previous projects of his include: the Dutch Embassy in Cairo, the recent 
redevelopment of the Cairo Tower, 22 hotels and resorts throughout Egypt 
and residential developments in the UK.



Arkan Plaza (Tower 3), 6th floor, El Sheikh Zayed City, Giza -Egypt
T: (202) 3796 6278 F: (202) 3796 6277
inquiries@inertiaegypt.com www.inertiaegypt.com
      @InertiaEgypt  /InertiaEgypt


